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ACRONYMS
AFC

Agro-Forestry Consultants

CUZ

Controlled Use Zone

DCMC

District Co-management Committee

DONRE

District Office Natural Resources and Environment

GIS

Geographical Information System

GIZ

Gesellschaft für Internationale Zusammenarbeit

GoL

Government of Laos

GPS

Global Positioning System

HNN NPA

Hin Nam No National Protected Area
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International Union for Conservation of Nature

IP-Consult

Institut für Projektplanung

MAF

Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry

MoNRE

Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment

(N)PA

(National) Protected Area

NPAs

Non-profit Associations

NTFP

Non Timber Forest Products

PLUP

Participatory Land Use Planning

PNKB

Phong Nha-Ke Bang National Park

PONRE

Provincial Office Natural Resources and Environment

SEDP

Socio-Economic Development Planning

SMART

Spatial Monitoring and Reporting Tool

SWOT

Strength Weakness Opportunities Threat

TPZ

Total Protected Zone
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FOREWORD
This ‘Training and Lessons Learned Guide 2’ provides guidelines for capacity building of technical staff in
the planning and establishment of activities for collaborative management (co-management) for
National Protected Areas (also known as National Biodiversity Conservation Areas). It is designed to
familiarise users with the planning and establishment of systematic inclusion of local knowledge,
institutions and capacity for collaborative management.
The government of the Lao People’s Democratic Republic (Lao PDR) has articulated a rural development
strategy, contained in the National Growth and Poverty Eradication Strategy, with ambitious antipoverty targets. The agriculture and forestry components of the rural development approach are
community driven and focus on reduction of poverty in the poorest areas and in this case especially the
people who are living in and around the national protected areas.
I would like to sincerely thank the Department of Forest Resource Management of the Ministry of
Natural Resources and Environment (MoNRE) for their cooperation, in partnership with the
Khammouane Province Office of Natural Resources and Environment (PONRE) and the Bualapha District
Office of Natural Resources and Environment (DONRE), with the implementation of the Hin Nam No
National Protected Area (HNN NPA) collaborative management and good governance pilot project. The
project commenced in November 2013 and established a model which promotes a collaborative good
governance system to protect the biodiversity of the Hin Nam No NPA while promoting priority Non
Timber Forest Products (NTFPs) and ecotourism as an incentive for communities to participate in the
management of the Hin Nam No NPA.
The model provides increased income through eco-tourism and creates incentives to local communities
to manage natural resources in a more sustainable way. Securing traditional natural resource rights
through collaborative management agreements and activities with guardian villages is an important
mechanism in reducing the outside pressure on existing natural forest resources.
I believe that this ‘Training and Lessons Learned Guide’ will play a very important role in the future in
terms of the collaborative management of national protected areas in Lao PDR. I therefore hope that
this guide will be useful for relevant field staff to apply it in their respective areas.
On behalf of the GIZ Hin Nam No project, I would like to extend my appreciation to MoNRE, PONRE
Khammouane, DONRE Bualapha, relevant local authorities, guardian villages and all the project staff
who contributed to this successful pilot project.
GIZ Hin Nam No Project Director
Dr. Mirjam De Koning
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BACKGROUND
The Hin Nam No NPA (88.500 ha) is situated in central Laos about 450 km south-east of Vientiane
Capital in the Bualapha District, Khammouane Province. In the east the Lao-Vietnamese border
separates the protected area from the Phong Nha-Ke Bang (PNKB) National Park in Vietnam. The Hin
Nam No and the PNKB form together one of the oldest and largest continuous limestone ecosystems in
Asia. The Anamite mountain range divides the two areas resulting in a pronounced dry period for the
Hin Nam No NPA. The Hin Nam No NPA has a high conservation value and it contains some unique
geological and biodiversity features and therefore qualifies to become the first natural World Heritage
Site of Lao PDR. Hin Nam No NPA is located in Bualapha District which is one of the poorest districts in
Laos, with 93% of all villages classified as poor by the standards of the Lao Government. These include
all villages on the fringes of the Hin Nam No NPA.
The Hin Nam No NPA is surrounded by many villages of which 18 villages have traditional natural
resource rights in the park. These 18 villages have approximately 8,000 inhabitants, largely belonging to
ethnic minorities. It is estimated that the population meets 40% of its food needs and its other
household requirements through the use of natural resources in and around the protected area. In
addition, trade in non-wood products, wildlife and valuable timber make up one of its main sources of
income. The poverty level of the population around Hin Nam No NPA and its dependence on natural
resources exert pressure on the protected area, which is exacerbated by the demand for valuable nonwood and wood products as well as wild animals, particularly from outside. Besides farming there are
currently few jobs for the local population. The scenic beauty of the area and the exceptional Xe Bang
Fai Cave have created an interest by tour operators to develop the Hin Nam No NPA for eco-tourism.
The provincial and district governments share and support this interest and therefore promote the Hin
Nam No NPA to become a natural World Heritage Site. The Lao Government acknowledges the need for
integrated nature conservation and development approaches through the participation of local people
and recognition of their customary rights. However, the necessary concepts, resources and skills on
how to do this are still lacking.

Collaborative management approach of Hin Nam No
In 2009, the Department of Forestry (MAF) adopted the first Co-management Plan 2010-2015 for the
Hin Nam No NPA. The co-management plan is a strategic plan (5 years) developed through a
participatory planning approach in which stakeholders identify common goals and objectives, and all
parties share roles, responsibilities and benefits in a transparent process. The development of the Hin
Nam No NPA co-management plan was conducted through working in collaboration with many relevant
sectors in Bualapha District, Khammouane Province, as well as village cluster heads and villagers living
adjacent to Hin Nam No NPA. In addition, individuals who have experience and knowledge in the areas
and issues of Hin Nam No NPA contributed to the plan. The process to establish the first comanagement plan was facilitated by the International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN). The
first co-management plan consisted of a descriptive part; a proposal for the composition of comanagement; and logistics and administration. It did not yet have annual work plans, budgets, and
types of agreements, resource use rights or beneficiation models. The latter were developed in the
second Hin Nam No NPA Co-management Plan 2016-2020, supported by the GIZ Hin Nam No project.
As stated in the PM Decree on protected areas the management plan should be coherent with the
socio-economic plan, national defence & security strategy, forestry strategy and the forest land use
plan.
The co-management plan hopes to address the current lack of staffing and finance by the Lao
Government by emphasizing the role of local people in the protection of the area. At the beginning of
2013 there was no permanent full-time staff in charge of Hin Nam No NPA. The NPA management is
currently implemented by 4 PONRE and 4 DONRE personnel who are also fulfilling other provincial or
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district administration activities. In addition there are currently 19 volunteers of DONRE who are
available for NPA management related activities.
For effective management, clear understanding of the physical, cultural and social surroundings
amongst the stakeholders needs to be established. It is understood that collaborative management of
HNN NPA is a partnership where partners must share roles and responsibilities. The arrangement
should be beneficial to all partners, if not the activities won’t be sustainable.
The challenge is to fill the gap of information for effective management, left by government due to of
the lack of personnel and funding. The building blocks indicated below help to cost effectively fix the
gap of capable, skilled and motivated staff through the participation of villagers who work together
with government staff to gather information, process the data, create zoning and regulations to
effectively manage the park.
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Overview of integration of local knowledge in park management

Building block 1.
Villager Trail Mapping

Building block 2
SMART data collection
tool

Building block 3
Village Ranger System

-

Verification of villages having land inside PA
Topographic maps creation
Village input: identify trails, boundaries and names for natural
features
Training of villagers for data capture
Trail mapping exercise
Creation of updated maps
Village input: verification and correction of updated maps
Integration of data on maps captured during ranger patrol work
Regular village level verification and updating of mapping results
Finalization of village management responsibility areas
Draft TPZ-CUZ per village area proposed by villagers

-

Data needs analysis: patrols, wildlife & location
Draft database and draft data collection booklet
Input data and analysis
Update database and data booklet
Training on SMART usage
Continuous data input, cleaning and analysis
Reporting results of SMART

-

Create awareness and agreement of GoL to engage with villagers
for ranger activities
Create TOR and required qualifications and remuneration
Identification of village rangers & training on data gathering
Trial patrols
Feedback on trial patrols; data captured, system used, activity
Adjustment of ranger criteria, quantity and equipment
Training of village rangers on data capture, law enforcement and
processes
Ranger patrols based on data captured
Ranger feedback sessions

-

Building block 4
Participatory Zoning

Building block 5

Scientific Biodiversity
Monitoring

-

Review updated maps to establish controlled use zone and total
protected zone in each village managed area
Review individual areas within the CUZ by the villagers for usage
Creation of rules and regulations for each product and area as
required
Disseminate information to surrounding villages

-

Selection of monitoring items and location
Train village rangers on monitoring of wildlife
Monitoring at regular intervals
Analysis of results

-
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Linkages of different building blocks (when none exist in advance)

In this guideline the
different steps for the
building blocks are
explained. The figure
shows not all activities
can work
chronologically but
results from different
steps in the building
blocks depend on each
other. This means
many activities have to
run concurrently.
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Guidelines for the use of this
guide

The purpose of the guide
This second training guide aims at teaching
field workers or Non-profit Associations
(NPAs) in the Lao PDR on how to apply the
collaborative management tools in a short
time through a process of learning by doing.
The approach allows individuals of NPAs,
university staff or PONRE and DONRE
technical staff to develop collaborative PA
management across Lao PDR.

Why this manual?
Many people living in poverty depend on
natural resources (forest and non-forest) for
their livelihoods. Increasing demand for
natural resources often leads to over
exploitation of the resource base. This leads
to increased poverty among the local poor,
who are the harvesters, collectors and
producers depending on the natural resources
in and around national protected areas. In
addition, it addresses the questions: How can
poor communities make better use of natural
resources in a sustainable way? How can
villagers benefit most from the management
of their local forest and non-forest resources?
The collaborative management approach was
explained in the first training and lessons
learned guideline. To implement collaborative
management a joint understanding of the
protected area must exist between
government staff and the villagers. Only this
way discussions between villagers and
government can be successful and some form
of collaborative management possible. In this
guide we focus on technical tools to create
this common understanding in five major
steps that lead to clear updated maps,
involvement of village rangers and
participatory zonation with rules and
regulations of the protected area.

The development process
The guide draws on methods and lessons
learned from the GIZ Hin Nam No project
implementation period 2013-2016. During this
project, all steps of the collaborative
management tools and approach were tested
in the field and adapted to the local situation.
Intended audience
The intended audience of this guide are field
facilitators who want to work on the
establishment of a collaborative management
tools.
What is in the guide?
The guide includes five sessions: Villager Trail
Mapping to capture local knowledge, Village
Rangers System, SMART data collection tool,
Participatory Zoning to establish use zone and
regulations inside NPA boundaries and
Scientific Biodiversity Monitoring.
How to use the guide?

The role of the facilitator

This guide is best used in a structured
environment by facilitators who have
experience with participatory processes. It is
aimed at learning by doing, so participants
should be given opportunities to practice each
tool. This guide compliments the AFC-GIZPONRE training guide, on Collaborative
Management.

A facilitator is a person whose objective is to
help individuals or groups in achieving their
goals. The role of a facilitator is limited to
providing proper methods and tools to the
people he/she is facilitating in order to make
it easier for them to make the right decisions
to reach their goals.
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Session 1: Trail Mapping

Building block 1.
Villager Trail Mapping

-

Verification of villages having land inside PA
Topographic maps creation
Village input: identify trails, boundaries and names for natural
features
Training of villagers for data capture
Trail mapping exercise
Creation of updated maps
Village input: verification and correction of updated maps
Integration of data on maps captured during ranger patrol work
Regular village level verification and updating of mapping results
Finalization of village management responsibility areas
Draft TPZ-CUZ per village area proposed by villagers

Goals
Create common understanding on the park
and surrounding areas between government
and villagers based on local knowledge by
collection of basic information.

-

Verification of knowledge on the area,
accessibility, usage and size of areas per
village resulting in possible zonation of the
protected area in management zones.

-

Outcomes

-

Updated maps with names for natural/
landscape features like hills, rivers & streams,
outcrops, forests, kuans, etc.
Boundaries between villages within the park
boundaries and agreed by all parties

Tools
Village proposed boundaries on controlled
use zones (CUZ) and total protected zones
(TPZ).






Methodology
-

relation to the border of the protected
area.
Group village meetings (with maps) to
discuss locations of natural features, their
names, known trails and possible
estimations of boundaries of areas
(village, forest, kuan).
Training of rangers for trail mapping and
data capturing with GPS.
Updating maps with captured data and
any information already available.
Individual village meetings for verification
of names and locations of features
(repeated several times when new data is
available).
Determination of CUZ and TPZ as
proposed by villagers.

Creation of ‘empty’ topographical maps
for regions of involved villages.
Kumban village meetings to verify the
boundaries of the individual villages in
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GIS system (with QGIS or ArcGIS
specialist)
Participatory mapping
GPS, data logging, vinyl printed maps
Projector and screen and if no
electricity available a generator

Activity 1: Verification of villages having land inside PA boundary
Goal
Clear list of villages with an indication of the size of the village area inside the PA boundary.
Implementation Timing
2 weeks
Process
Gather and clean data from different sources from SEDP and PLUP results in a GIS system. Discuss
with government staff in the region which villages have land inside the protected area. If possible
verify with the village authorities at kumban level by discussing the protected area boundaries and
the village boundaries.

Activity 2: Topographic maps creation
Goal
‘Empty’ topographical maps for the purpose of village meeting discussions.
Implementation Timing
1 week
Process
First gather all topographical and any other
geographical data of the region in a GIS system.
Select only topographical data and create maps of
kumban areas with the expected part of the
protected area included. Data should include
elevation (by hillshade & colours), roads of
different sizes, villages and rivers. Where possible
names should be provided in Lao script.
The prints should be A0 size on Vinyl sheeting as this allows writing and erasing using whiteboard
markers.

Activity 3: Village input: identify trails, boundaries and names for natural features
Goal
Gather local knowledge on natural environment in and around the NPA and assess the knowledge
base for different groups (adults; elderly; women; etc.) of people in the villages and areas.
Implementation Timing
Two half day meetings which can be done in one day (morning & afternoon).
Process
During the first meeting all villagers from the different villages in the kumban area can participate at
the same time, especially for the first 3 steps. For coordination and access to the map it is easier to
have villages with common boundaries discuss them together, while others wait for their turn.
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1. Introduction to the need for local data for the management of an NPA and importance of
local knowledge.
2. Explanation of the ‘empty’ vinyl maps and how maps should always be oriented on the
ground with North on the map is North in reality. Introduction into map reading explaining
the limited amount of data at present in the map.
3. Discuss historical changes that happened in the landscape and stories related to
recognisable locations.
4. Have different groups of people (e.g. user groups) writing on the map where they go,
indicate names of locations, how they think trails go and where boundaries between the
villages are.
In the second meeting the work is done per village. The discussion should help to verify the number
of trails and the size of the village area that needs to be covered with the trail mapping exercise.
First discuss boundary issues between the village and surrounding villages and review what was
drawn on the map. Create a priority in trails to be verified and a logical sequence to avoid too much
overlap. Agree on the timing of the steps required for trail mapping; training, trail mapping exercise,
verification and update of data.

Activity 4: Training of villagers for data capture
Goal
Villagers (trail rangers) have the capacity to capture information correctly via GPS and understand
maps and the need for information better.
Implementation Timing
1 full day
Process
Training on:
1. Map reading, coordinates and map location,
2. GPS use; theory and practical usage,
3. Data capturing with the use of a customized data recording
booklet,
4. Need for which type of data:
a. Standard biodiversity monitoring and patrolling
information (wildlife & threats)
b. First waypoint in village, or startpoint, waypoints every 5
minutes, endpoint of trail or day
c. Point locations with names for all human and natural
features on the trails: caves, hills, rocks, big trees, forests
& kuans (entry, exit, centre), trail name, rivers/streams,
crossroads, campsites and rest sites. Everything that is
recognized as a location name!
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Activity 5: Trail mapping exercise
Goal
Gathering location correct information inside the protected area.
Implementation Timing
5 days
Process
Biodiversity Unit to prepare for each trail mapping exercise the equipment and payment of advances
for the villagers/trail rangers, estimation of the amount of trail rangers needed (not more than 4)
and days the track should take. In the village verification with trail rangers on the trail to be walked
and review the kind of data to be captured. Agree on the amount of days and trail rangers, and 40%
advance paid to each trail ranger for supplies.
The trail rangers need to agree in advance the functions and equipment of each member of the
team: team leader, data recorder, camera man, guard and who gets which equipment (based on
ability of usage) GPS, binoculars, maps, compass, etc.
An experienced member of the Biodiversity Unit (experienced ranger) must join the first trail
mapping exercise in each village.
Upon return, a Biodiversity Unit member will come to the village and collect the equipment, discuss
with the present trail rangers the results recorded in the booklet and any other issues encountered.
Then the final payment of the trail rangers for actual work done is given.

Activity 6: Creation of updated maps
Goal
Creation of topographical maps with clear locations and names of natural features known by the
local population.
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Implementation Timing
Continuous while new trails are walked or more detailed data is gathered from trails walked for a
second time.
Process
1.
2.
3.
4.

Enter data from trail rangers into the SMART system and clean the data (see Session 2).
Export information for GIS system.
Create files with names of different features and assign symbols and colours.
Create updated maps per village area and print on paper (A3–A0) for village input.

Activity 7: Village input: verification and
correction of updated maps
Goal
Verification of mapping results and inclusion of further
details.
Implementation Timing
Half a day
Process
1. Review with the villagers the paper based maps
for the village, preferably per (user) group of
the village.
2. Verify for each of the item if the local name is correct and the location is correct. Encourage
discussions amongst groups so all present have a clear understanding where what is.
3. Change the information in the GIS while in the meeting and show changes being made (via a
projector).

Activity 8: Integration of data on maps captured during ranger patrol work
Goal
On-going updating of information related to the protected area to have the most accurate
information possible.
Implementation Timing
Continuous whenever new data is delivered from patrolling or monitoring trips.
Process
As soon as data comes from the field the data is entered into the SMART system from where it is
exported into a GIS system. Updates of locations and important features are gathered in layers to be
used in maps for different purposes. E.g. locations of caves, location of water sources, area of
different forest types all for patrolling and research purposes.
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Activity 9: Regular village level verification and updating of mapping results
Goal
Ensure that information from villagers is understood and location correct so location names can be
used for management and activity planning for both government and villagers alike.
Implementation Timing
Continuous
Process
Each time an activity that is related to areas within the boundaries of the protected area takes place,
maps are used to verify if all is understood equally by all. If clear indications come that names or
locations are incorrect, changes are made on the spot in the GIS system.

Activity 10: Finalization of village management responsibility areas
Goal
Having clearly defined and recognized boundaries between villages within the protected area for
patrolling purposes(= village managed area).
Implementation Timing
Half day meeting with villagers of contesting villages at the kumban.
Process
If there is difference of opinion on the boundary between two villages, a discussion needs to take
place amongst the involved villages. Historical and practical aspects related to boundary issues need
to be discussed to come to a practical, commonly acceptable agreement. This is done with updated
maps where all features, boundaries and names of features in the protected area are indicated. The
discussion is led by the head of the kumban and technically supported by the Area Management
Unit.

Activity 11: Draft TPZ-CUZ per village area proposed by villagers
Goal
Creation of the boundary between the Controlled Use Zone and Total Protected Zone per village
managed area inside the PA.
Implementation Timing
Half a day
Process
1. Verification of the map and the names of the features.
2. Clarification of the difference in rules and regulations of CUZ and TPZ and why a TPZ is of
importance for the protected area.
3. Verification of logging and NTFP areas for local usage.
4. Discussions on future needs of the village for conservation and development.
5. Discussions how this delineation is a proposal in further discussions with biodiversity experts
on size and areas needed for conservation.
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6. Initial agreement on the boundary between CUZ and TPZ, with clear natural features
indication and description.
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Session 2: Village Ranger and Data Collection System

Building block 2
SMART data collection
tool

-

Data needs analysis: patrols, wildlife & location
Draft database and draft data collection booklet
Input data and analysis
Update database and data booklet
Training on SMART usage
Continuous data input, cleaning and analysis
Reporting results of SMART
Analysis of results

Goals

with reporting for NPA management purposes
(monitoring of wildlife and patrols). Export of
data for usage in GIS systems or other
reporting tools is possible.

Create a secure and accessible database
which supports understanding of the park
with credible data on locations, wildlife and
threats. Reports are available on demand and
automated reports can be delivered. Data are
available for several systems related to
information provision for effective protected
area management.

Methodology
-

Outcomes

Evaluation of data needs
Creation of a database adapted to the
protected area needs
Creation of data capturing booklets

Tools

A central data collection point with systematic
data collection for multiple use. A protected,
secure and sharable geographical database




SMART system specialist
SMART training materials

Activity 1: Data needs analysis: patrols, wildlife & location
Goal
Have the right data needs for management, monitoring and location data gathering. The data to be
collected ideally should clearly respond to the elaborated indicators according to the management
objective. In the case of HNN the defined key species, the locations of poacher camps and traps and
the location of natural features are targeted as a starting point.
Implementation Timing
1 week data gathering and 3 meetings with specialists.
Process
Gather information from research, conservation plans, management plans and external research.
Then discuss with area specific specialists to determine wildlife data needs and patrolling and law
enforcement data needs. The location data needs are established during the Trail Mapping exercise.
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Activity 2: Draft database and draft data
collection booklet
Goal
A purpose built database and adapted data
collection booklet for systematic data capturing
with secure storage of data of patrol, wildlife
monitoring and location data.
Implementation Timing
5 days
Process
1. Finalization of data needs for wildlife
monitoring, patrol results and location
information.
2. Adaptation of training database and
creation of data collection booklet.
3. Trials of data collection booklet by staff around the offices and data entry in database and
report creation for verification of database suitability.
4. First update of database and data collection booklet.
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Activity 3: Input data and analysis
Goal
Check effectiveness of database when inputting data and checking integrity of database to perform
automated reports.
Implementation Timing
3 weeks (data to be put into the system from the trail mapping exercise).
Process
-

Gather all geo-referenced data collected by rangers and insert into the SMART system; insert
GPS data and data from the booklets.
Clean all data by verifying tracking data and waypoint location information.
Creation of queries and semi-automated reports.
Production of first reports.

Activity 4: Update database and data booklet
Goal
Adapt to most appropriate database and data collection booklet.
Implementation Timing
Update database 2 times each 1 day.
Update booklet 3-7 times half a day each.
Process
-

Review data needs and reports from SMART and make a gap analysis.
Update the database without deleting existing fields by adding and shifting data fields.
Review the data needs and possibilities in the data gathering booklet.
Adapt the booklet to the database and to the feedback from the rangers. Include items related
to needs of the users of SMART outputs.

Activity 5: Training on SMART usage
Goal
Government staff is capable to fully use and adapt the SMART system.
Implementation Timing
3 trainings of 3 days.
Process
Training on SMART can be done with the materials delivered in the website:
http://smartconservationtools.org/support
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A draft training manual to be used in combination with the above materials which focusses on the
basics can be found in Annex 1.

Activity 6: Continuous data input, cleaning and analysis
Goal
Capture data and create information.
Implementation Timing
Five days in office (for whole area).
Process
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Data entry into SMART system
Data cleansing and reporting of required improvements of data recording
Creation of queries for verification of information
Creation of automated report
Export data to GIS and update maps

Activity 7: Reporting results of SMART
Goal
Automated reports, specialized reports and export of data for GIS is available.
Implementation Timing
Continuous, at least once every 3 months for presentation to NPA management.
Process
-

Regular provision of automated reports to the PA management for planning & management
purposes
Export of data for use in GIS systems and further analysis
Creation of reports and queries based on data requests
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Session 3: Village Ranger System
-

Building block 3
Village Ranger System

-

Create awareness and agreement of GoL to engage with villagers
for ranger activities
Create TOR, required qualifications and remuneration
Identification of village rangers & training on data gathering
Trial patrols
Feedback on trial patrols; data captured, system used, activity
Adjustment of ranger criteria, quantity and equipment
Training of village rangers on data capture, law enforcement and
processes
Ranger patrols based on data captured
Ranger feedback sessions

Goals

-

Create an understanding for the need of
village rangers at village and district level.
Set up a system adapted to the needs for
conservation of common resources.

-

The area is better protected against illegal
logging or poaching and biodiversity is at least
stabilized.

-

Tools



Outcomes
Trained, capable village rangers going on
regular patrols increasing security, reducing
poaching and bringing back reliable data.





Methodology
-

Regular training of rangers in their
patrolling and monitoring work as to be
able to collect enough up to date
information and have the knowledge on
rules & regulations for different zones.
Develop system for regular patrols based
on needs.
Ranger feedback sessions.

Meetings with stakeholders on the need
for Village Rangers to support effective
park management.

SWOT on present NPA management.
Evaluation on law enforcement needs
for effective park management.
Evaluation of data needs for
management.
Ranger specialists for training.
GPS, Camera, ranger tools (tents,
water bottles, ranger uniforms, etc.).

Activity 1: Create awareness and agreement of GoL to engage with villagers for ranger
activities
Goal
Agreement by GoL representatives at district offices and MoNRE representatives for the use of
village rangers.
Implementation Timing
Some months to conclude a survey and several individual and general meetings.
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Process
SWOT analysis of present functioning of park, the functioning of the staff and training needs
assessment, and the management. This is best done through an institutional, competency and skills
analyses facilitated by external facilitators. It will point out the lack of staffing and funding by the
GoL to be able to effectively manage a park, and provide law enforcement to combat illegal logging
and poaching.
Inclusion of villagers within the protected area structures is possible within the Lao law and
promoted via the ‘sam sang’ principle, and this solution needs to be discussed within the ministries
as well as the local authorities (governors offices).

Activity 2: Create TOR and required qualifications and remuneration
Goal
Qualified rangers willing to do patrolling and monitoring work.
Implementation Timing
Discussions at P/DoNRE on Terms of Reference, remuneration and required skills of rangers.
Discussions per village on possible candidates with affinity for nature and knowledge of the area.
Process
-

Creation of Terms of Reference for the rangers and agreement by P/DoNRE
Creation of draft proposal on selection criteria and possible remuneration
Discussions with responsible department on suitability of proposal and inclusion of village militia
or police
Discussions in the village on the selection criteria and discussions on the remuneration, selection
of rangers

Activity 3: Identification of village rangers &
training on data gathering

Training: key topics to be trained for village

Goal







Selection and training of village rangers for trail
mapping purposes.
Implementation Timing
2 days training per Kumban on GPS, camera, form
usage, wildlife sightings, threat sightings and actions.

rangers;




Process



At kumban level have a meeting with heads of

villages and selected rangers. Start training for rangers:

Basic concepts of biodiversity conservation
Biodiversity survey and monitoring
Identification of wildlife species
Habitat or forest classification
Use of navigation tools (GPS, compass, map)
Techniques on recording data into data
booklets
Sampling design and survey methods
Recording evidence by taking photos
Patrol techiques

1. Training for rangers with theory and practical assignments to know how to work with the
GPS, photo camera, binoculars, etc.
2. Data capturing with the use of a customized data recording booklet
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3. Explain the need for data and review the maps up to that time. Review map reading,
compass usage and how GPS results will be included in the maps
4. Initial information on:
a. Laws and regulations
b. Law enforcement and arrests
c. Safety and security

Ranger-Based Data Collection (RBDC)
Instructions for Filling in the Patrol Data booklet
BEFORE STARTING A PATROL





Take enough patrol data booklets (twice the number of planned patrol days).
Keep patrol data sheets (and maps and other important documents) in a “Clear Plastic Bag”.
Always carry spare pens, pencils and batteries when on patrol.
Ensure that the GPS unit is correctly setup and that all previous waypoints and tracks have been saved
to a computer and have been deleted from the GPS.
 Ensure that the GPS unit is set up correctly and that waypoints and tracks have been downloaded to a
computer and deleted from the GPS.
 Turn the GPS’ TRACK function “ON”
 Take spare batteries and enough patrol data sheets for the intended duration of the patrol.

o At the beginning of each patrol day
 Fill in DATE, NAME OF PATROL SECTOR, NAME OF PATROL ROUTE/TRAIL, NAME OF TEAM LEADER
AND MEMBERS, STARTING GPS COORDINATE.
 Take GPS reading (waypoint) LOCATION AND TIME at start of patrol (write position under LOCATION
and start under REMARK;
o When recording an observation
 use GPS to get WAYPOINT, LOCATION and TIME
 use only codes listed on the patrol data sheet (front/back page)
 Write detailed description for each observation under REMARK
 For animals record the name and total number seen or number of individuals deducted from signs.
 For illegal activities also enter the name and total number seen. The number of trees felled, of
poachers, of snares etc. will be recorded under number, and details in REMARKS.
 add a NUMBER code (as shown on the data sheet) when recording illegal activities, animal calls,
footprints, droppings, etc. – record only fresh footprints, droppings and scratches (from today)
o At the end of the patrol or at night camp
 take a GPS reading and record LOCATION AND TIME (write position under LOCATION and end or
night camp in the first box)
REMEMBER




Turn on the TRACK function on GPS all the time while conducting ground patrols
Do not turn off the GPS while on patrol
Read the WAYPOINT number, LOCATION (UTM) and TIME using the GPS.
 Do NOT change the Waypoint number. Use the number generated by the GPS.
 Do NOT change the symbol of a Waypoint. The Waypoint symbol must be the default symbol.
 Do NOT change the GPS settings.
 Take a waypoint at the start and end of each patrol day

IMPORTANT
 if you cannot get a GPS reading record observation and time only, and enter name, number and
Remarks or explanation (fill in run Nos,) – continue patrol and take a GPS reading as soon as the
openness of the canopy allows it.
 if you have not recorded any observation for about 5 minutes, take a GPS reading.
REMARKS write description about;
- direct evidence of illegal activities (i.e. when you arrest somebody)
- signs of illegal activities (disturbance, hunting, fishing, habitat loss)
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-

carcasses of poached animals found
NTFPs collection
Wildlife species
anything else of relevance you may observe
If direct encounters with people (when stop or arrest somebody), use the warning form for the first
offender(s), and confiscated forms for the second offender(s).
If offenders have escaped, just write a description under REMARKS OR EXPLANATION
if you see/hear animals which are more than 100 meters away record DIRECTION (compass) and
DISTANCE (estimate) in explanation.

Activity 4: Trial patrols
Goal
Gathering experience for rangers and data collection.
Implementation Timing
2 to 5 days for each trail.
Process
1. Meeting to agree on specific trail to be walked, review the need for specifically location
based data (names) and payment of advance (40%) to rangers for basic needs.
2. Rangers go out to capture information on the pre agreed trails.
3. Retrieve GPS, booklets and other equipment in the village after the trail has been finalized
and finalize payment.
4. Do a short review of the information gathered in the village with the rangers to verify results
and indicate possible improvements.

Activity 5: Feedback on trial patrols; data captured, system used, activity
Goal
Improvement of ranger work through lessons learned & feedback.
Implementation Timing
One day per Kumban.
Process
1. Gather rangers per Kumban.
2. Show the data collected on maps and discuss differences in data capturing, efforts of the
teams.
3. Feedback and recommendations from each ranger team, share experiences regarding
threats and wildlife observations.

Activity 6: Adjustment of ranger criteria, quantity and equipment
Goal
Enough rangers with right equipment and clear instructions at each village to do their duties in their
village managed area.
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Implementation Timing
Over a period of three months, meetings with important villages or kumbans, meetings with
P/DoNRE to evaluate the need for rangers and equipment, review the threat levels and adapt patrol
trails and frequency.
Process
The quantity of rangers should be established, the TORs adapted to the local circumstances and
needs and equipment bought to enable the rangers to do their tasks. This is a process of discussions
with rangers and village authorities .
Based on the findings of the patrols and discussions with the rangers on the size, accessibility and
poaching activities, the amount of village rangers per village managed area should be established
and clarifications on teams and individual skills needed for the job.
The Terms of Reference for the village rangers has to be adapted to the work that they have to do
which includes wildlife monitoring, location data capturing but mainly patrolling and law
enforcement. This requires rangers that are authorized at village level to apprehend people doing
illegal activities and have to legally be able to wear/use arms.
The equipment needed would be ideal if all teams have all equipment at all time but due to financial
constraints practical solutions need to be found, e.g. GPS’s can be shared.

Activity 7: Training of village rangers on data capture, law enforcement and processes
Goal
Highly motivated and capable rangers.
Implementation Timing
Each ranger once every year, for 1 week.
Process
The process is based on experienced rangers and trainers from other areas. Most have learned the
approach in Thailand with the Freeland institute. Their main training manuals are:
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For specific information please check the following website:
http://freeland.org/

Activity 8: Regular ranger patrols based on data captured
Goal
Decrease poaching, increase security, show presence, and enforce the laws. Retrieve regularly
updated information on threats and wildlife from the park.
Implementation Timing
Each village area is different in size, topography and threat levels. Patrols are to be scheduled based
on these parameters. This means that for each ranger team and all villagers it must be clear that
there are limitations to the funding and activities possible and that these are dictated by the size and
problems in the area.
Process
The district Biodiversity Unit prepares activity plans based on the agreed frequency of patrolling.
A member of the Biodiversity Unit visits each village, discusses the details on the trails that needs to
be walked, the amount of rangers and time foreseen, provides 40% of the compensation as advance
for buying food and provides the GPS, batteries, booklets and other equipment necessary.
The rangers prepare for one or two days before leaving for the patrol. Overnight is happening at
usual locations within the park.
After return to the village, the rangers contact the Biodiversity Unit and a member goes to collect
the booklet, GPS device and other equipment. In the village they discusses the results with the head
ranger and some of the colleagues. Additions, comments and corrections are indicated in the
booklets. The remaining funds are delivered based on the actual days and amount of rangers that
went.
The Biodiversity Unit member will hand over the booklets and GPS to the Database Unit for entry of
data into the SMART system

Activity 9: Ranger feedback sessions
Goal
Improve effectiveness of patrols from data capture, threat resolutions, arrests etc. to an increased
understanding of situation in the park for management.
Implementation Timing
Every 6 months per Kumban.
Process
A meeting at which the heads and at least 2 other rangers per team are present where the
following agenda is followed:
PART 1
1. Welcome to rangers (Head Conservation Unit)
2. Feedback by rangers per team (Heads of ranger teams).
a. Must at least be able to project (on a screen) their track log and point data over background map from the
reporting period when they are giving thiere feedback.
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b.

(prepared by Database Unit)
MAP WITH PATROL TRAILS WALKED FOR THE REGION
MAP WITH THREATS FOR THE REGION
MAP WITH WILDLIFE OBSERVATIONS FOR THE REGION
They provide feedback on where they patrolled, why and what their results were in terms of threats,
(hunting, logging, resource use, disruptions), biodiversity observations etc.
RESULTS PER TEAM ON BIG SHEETS + AREA FOR REMARKS => DURING REPORTING BY
TEAMS EXTRA REMARKS CAN BE NOTED DOWN

1.

Discussion of results – (Head Conservation Unit) Need to lead the discussion and ask the important
questions here.
a. Where are problem areas and why (easy access, water, little patrol?) Why does one team see more
threats & wildlife than others?
b. Why do we need clear and precise results indicated on the observation sheets?
c. How do the different teams work and what can we learn from each other?

2.

Identify trends / patterns. (Head Conservation Unit) Need to provide feedback of the previous report
period (the most resent 3 month report data as a baseline for this)
Here you need to lead a discussion of current threats, where, what, when, who, why etc. in relation to the
past report period, to see if there are any trends developing that need a response. It also provides a good
feedback to the team leader and a site representative.

INDICATE ON THE MAPS THE AREAS THAT NEED SPECIAL VERIFICATION BASED ON THE RESULTS OF THE
LAST MONTHS. ALSO NOTE DOWN WHAT THE SPECIFIC THREATS ARE.
3.

Team strategy VERY basic – (Head Conservation Unit) Based on all the current and past info, lead the
discussion for the development of a strategy for the team for the next period. Keep very simple, no more
than 1 -2 priorities……eg 1 Focus on XXXX ravine specifically for the removal of snares. 2. Conduct at
least one patrol to XXXXX point and carry out recon on the area marked XXXXX.

NOTE DOWN THE PRIORITY FOR EACH TEAM FOR THE NEXT 6 MONTHS
PART TWO: after the feedback by all teams, the following……
Tech advisor (Database Unit) feedback:
1.

Performance – Provide a comparative overview of the ranger teams performance in areas of:
a. Patrol coverage
b. Patrol days
c. Patrol km
d. # of threats encountered
e. # of results arrests, fines, snares etc.
This can be of the past 3 months. Just important as it creates a bit of positive peer pressure and highlights any downward
trend in performance (or upwards for recognition)
2.

(Head Conservation Unit) Logistics and admin – Discuss any issues with admin, equipment, any issues that
need feedback related to day to day management.

VERIFICATION OF EQUIPMENT AND EXPLANATION OF WHO NEEDS TO GO WHEN.
PATROLS ARE BASED ON WILDLIFE AND THREAT OBSERVATIONS! PROBLEM AREAS WHERE PEOPLE GET
ARRESTED GET MORE PATROLS. BETTER REPORTING LEADS TO BETTER UNDERSTANDING OF THE NEEDS
OF THE RANGERS.
3.

(Head Conservation Unit) Strategy / focus points – provide feedback on the operations as a whole,
encourage ideas etc. This is overall not per team. (ie: we all need to focus more on searching out snares, or
XXX or ZZ)

MOTIVATION SPEECH FROM THE GOL REPRESENTATIVE ON WHAT NEEDS TO BE THE FOCUS
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Session 4: Participatory CUZ Zonation
Building block 4
Participatory Zoning

-

Review updated maps to establish controlled use zone and total
protected zone in each village managed area
Review individual areas within the CUZ by the villagers for usage
Creation of rules and regulations for each product and area as
required
Disseminate information to surrounding areas

Goals

A clearly delineated and effective protection
of the National Protected Area in line with the
Lao National Legislation.

Create clear (village) rules and regulations for
each zone within the village controlled use
zone so that village rangers and other villages
know what is allowed and what not.

Methodology
-

Ensure that the CUZ is managed sustainably
by the village concerned.
-

Outcomes
Clearly identified boundaries between TPZ
and CUZ and within the CUZ.

-

Village rules and regulations for each area
within the CUZ and for each NTFP for which
these are necessary.

Meetings with villagers over the exact
boundaries of the CUZ and the individual
areas they recognize within the CUZ
Listing of NTFPs and timber used for
subsistence and in need of regulation
related to different locations
Drafting of rules
Informing surrounding villages

Tools





Increase of general understanding on the
need for conservation and sustainable
harvesting.

Updated maps and/or GIS, Computer
Participatory mapping
NTFP trend line analysis and ranking
Objectives planning

Activity 1: Review updated maps to establish controlled
use zone and total protected zone in each village
managed area

Groups to be interviewed:
1.

Goal
Clearly delineated areas which are known and respected by all
villagers so that these can be controlled by village rangers as well as
any other villager.

2.

3.

Implementation Timing
Two hours for group interviews and two hours for verification of
TPZ – CUZ boundary in village area.
Process

4.

Boundaries
a. Village chief & deputy
b. Village eldest (man and woman)
User/ user groups
a. Head of Lao Women Union and
other women
b. Village eldest (2 or 3 of them)
Remarkable features
a. Rangers (head and senior)
Rules and regulations about natural
resources
a. Village chief & deputy
b. Village eldest (2 or 3)

Zoning interviews of different groups in the village on accessibility, users, landscape features and
village rules and regulations.
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With all people together verify once more the boundaries between the TPZ and CUZ and verify with
the information gathered during the interviews.
Questions for the zoning interviews:
1. Boundaries
o Outer boundary of the NPA (ask very detailed about the border, starting from the most northern point
and going down to the southern limit. Each feature, especially if clearly visible and remarkable in the
field has to be mentioned and written down.)
 Exact location of the border (and the landmarks, if existent and in the right place)
 Entry points into the NPA
 Roads (Exact location/ where is the entrance point? Which kind of vehicle can
pass?)
 Paths/ tracks (Where are the exact entry points that people use to walk into the
NPA/ forest?)
o Inner boundaries between villages (same procedure as for the outer boundary. Starting at one
remarkably point in the north and then going clockwise or counterclockwise until reaching the starting
point again. Note all unmistakable features that can serve as a reference in the field, e.g. remarkable
rocks, trees, paddy fields, tracks, streams/ rivers, etc.)
2. Users/ User Groups
o Which groups or people are going into the NPA?
o What are they gathering/ looking for?
o What season of the year do they go?
o Where do they go?
3. Remarkable (landscape) features
o Which are the places that are completely not accessible and that nobody ever goes?
o Valleys (khuans)
 Where do you have valleys and what is the name of the valley (khuan)
 Write down and ask for each valley if there is only one single access/ entrance possibility or
if there are multiple access points. Indicate these points on the maps.
o Open water bodies and streams; even if seasonal
 Where are water bodies or streams?
 What is their name (if any) and are they permanent or seasonal?
 Any resources/ goods that are obtained from these aquatic ecosystems?
o Caves
 Are there caves (tham), stream sinks (nam kao hu), or springs (nam ork hu)?
 If yes, where are they? (Do we have already GPS-points for them?) Please
indicate on the map and also ask for names and write them down.
 Are these caves, stream sinks or springs accessible?
 Are the caves dry (upper level) or do they have a stream in them (wet season)?
 Which of the caves (if any) has or does not have the mentioned feature?
 Are the caves large in size, or long, or do they have wind in them?
 Which of the caves (if there are any) has these features or which of the features?
 Are there bats or birds (nok aen) in the caves/ in any of the caves?
 And if yes, in which cave are many or few bats or birds?
o Are there any unmistakable/ easily remarkable objects or features that were not mentioned yet, e.g.,
clearances, grassland spots, bamboo thickets, etc.?
4. Rules and regulations about the natural resources (including wildlife)
o Are there any existing rules and/ or regulations about the use of a certain natural resource? These
rules/ regulations might include or specify (but are not limited to):
 During which season or time of the year is it possible/ allowed to obtain a certain resource/
product?
 What amount of a specific resource can be taken by a family/ person/ user group?
 Is everybody allowed or are there any restrictions?
o Within the NPA area of the village, are there any conflicts and/ or threats that would have to be
considered and/ or solved?
 Which is the conflict, related to a specific resource?
 Is it a conflict between villagers of the same village?
 Is it a conflict between two villages or even complete outsiders, e.g. Vietnamese?
 Is it about the amount of the resource that is used? Or that it is used in general?
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Activity 2: Review individual areas within the CUZ by the villagers for usage
Goal
Get an overview of the NTFPs extracted, the periods during the year when this activity takes place,
the people involved and historical changes in availability.
Implementation Timing
2 hours
Process
Focused group discussion in the village of the results from the interviews and verification with maps,
resulting in clear indication of specific areas with periods for activities and an indication of the
changes over the years.

Activity 3: Creation of rules and regulations for each product and area as required
Goal
Village rules for use of individual NTFP’s and access to CUZ for easy management and control by
rangers and village authorities.
Implementation Timing
1 day
Process
Village level meeting to discuss:
1. Existing rules from National and Local level.
2. Ranking of NTFPs / products on main usage.
3. Trend analysis for key products. It is a matrix with these three time zones, and then they can
describe the trends in the use of key products. The final question for each trend should be:
does this trend need management or not?
4. Forest walk to verify issues to create a common understanding between villagers, district
staff and advisers on the aspects of the mapping exercise forest types, products, and areas
of conflict.
5. Management analysis for each of the key uses; villagers will be asked to describe the
problem, identify the key causes and key stakeholders, come up with solutions and discuss
what rules could bring about these solutions.
6. At the end there should be a clear agreement on follow-up steps. These could include:
demarcation, forest inventory, proposing rules to the DCMC, law enforcement, etc.

Activity 4: Disseminate information/rules to surrounding areas
Goal
Surrounding villages know about the rules of the CUZ of one village and are aware that they should
not count on these areas for harvesting any more.
Implementation Timing
Half day
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Process
Gather villagers and heads of villages from surrounding villages to the village with the new CUZ rules.
Show the map with clear indication of the CUZ and names of features to clarify which area is
discussed. Go through each of the rules and regulations created. Clarify any questions and
emphasize that the rangers now have the task to arrest trespassers who are illegally harvesting.
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Session 5: Scientific Monitoring
Building block 5
Scientific Biodiversity
Monitoring

-

Selection of monitoring items and location
Train village rangers on monitoring of wildlife
Monitoring at regular intervals
Analysis of results

Goals

-

Scientifically verified results on predetermined biodiversity indicators.

-

Outcomes
-

With regular intervals the pre-determined
flora and fauna indicator species are verified
on per-determined trails and areas with
verifiable results.

Tools


The rangers that go along get wildlife and
flora monitoring training on the job.



Methodology
-

Determination of areas and trails suitable
for monitoring
Determination of intervals for monitoring
Hire consultants (biodiversity scientists) to
do the monitoring
Training of rangers on monitoring
Implement and report on the monitoring
done.

Determination of key wildlife species
Determination of key flora species



Research reports on wildlife and flora
species
Management reports on core
biodiversity areas and possible
monitoring areas/trails
Rangers to support the monitoring
efforts

Activity 1: Selection of monitoring priorities and locations
Flora monitoring is less regular and more based on sampling methods, created by researchers. Here
we discuss the activity of wildlife monitoring.
Goal
Clear lists of priority fauna to be monitored on pre-determined trials located in most appropriate
zones.
Implementation Timing
This activity totally depends on the presence of accurate and up to date information related to
specific species that indicate the viability of the area concerned. If this data is not available, some
research needs to be done which can take up to a year. For the selection itself a morning session
with researchers knowledgeable of the terrain is enough.
Process
Review of flora and fauna species existing in the area and creation of a key species list that occur in
the habitat and are dependent on the biodiversity in the area being intact.
Review of key species list and selection of indicator species based on their ‘ease of encounter’.
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Review the area based on maps and eco-zones within the park boundaries taking into account the
impact of CUZ areas.

Activity 2: Train village rangers on wildlife monitoring
Goal
Clear systems for wildlife monitoring and procedures for recording data so that the information
captured is as reliable as possible.
Implementation Timing
Half a morning
Process
The researchers train on how to capture information relating to wildlife monitoring, the need to be
quiet to hear the key animals and other observation possibilities like scratch, scat, nests etc. The
training is focussed on the key indicator animals but includes others that may be expected to be
seen.

Activity 3: Implement monitoring trips at regular intervals
Goal
Gather monitoring data of reliable accuracy.
Implementation Timing
One week per 6 month
Process
The scientists are invited every 6 months to repeat the exercise with enough time to do training and
re-scheduling in case of weather problems.

Activity 4: Analysis of monitoring results
Goal
Verification of data and location of sightings and comparison of the data with the previous results so
that changes in the populations of the key species can be detected so that mitigation measures can
be implemented.
Implementation Timing
2 days
Process
Review of data and comparison with previous results. Reporting changes in threats and population
levels to the NPA management.
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Annex 1. SMART Local Manual – the basics
Compilation of training materials for setting up a SMART system R Dobbelsteijn 2016
1. Introduction

used in patrolling, monitoring or research work all use the WGS84 projection and
have the ‘Tracking’ function on while working.

SMART or Spatial Monitoring and Reporting Tool is a collection of applications
that help securely store and report on GPS data collected. SMART is mainly used
for the collection, analysis and reporting of ranger information for conservation
related activities, but it is also possible to use for other data gathering activities
which include GPS waypoints and tracks.

This SMART 3.2.1_final manual also comes with exercise materials, an integrated
sample database and a separate trial database. These materials should be used
during the training.
2. Installation, filing system

This training manual is based on the training provided to the Database Unit of the
Hin Nam No NPA in July 2014 and follow up support thereafter. Most of the
technical details of the training were taken from the official SMART depository:

SMART is a program package that is only ‘zipped’
and has no separate installation files. This means
that a separate folder needs to be created in the
Program Files folder under C:\

Training Manual for SMART 3.2.1_final
Based on this manual and the experience of creating the SMART database, some
adaptations were made to the outline as indicated in this manual.

To be able to do this correctly, you need to have
administrator access to your computer and
some anti-virus programs need to be switched
off for the time it takes to include the files under
the programme files. This is a trial and error
exercise, so if encountered any problems do as
instructed and temporarily disable your virus
scanner. In case no access can be granted, the
program can be put anywhere else on the
computer. This will only increases the risk of
inappropriate access.

The main purpose of the training is to provide enough knowledge of the SMART
programme so that the trainees will be able to use basic SMART for the major
part. This means that besides the entry of data and correction of these data the
trainees need to be able to create a database, manipulate and maintain this
database, create maps which include introduction of files, queries and images,
creation of automated reports and some administrative tools to ensure security
and redundancy.
Other tools within the SMART program are not discussed as these are for more
advanced users. For an organization going to use SMART and starting to record
systematically, it is best to first use the basic part of SMART, and learning from
the mistakes made, before making use of the more advanced parts of SMART like
Planning and Intelligence or inclusion of Cybertracker.

As the database that will be
created is imbedded into this
folder automatically, it is
important not to change the
filing set-up. For experienced
users it is possible to have
several SMART programs on
the computer but each in
their own folder (separate
name) to protect the integrity
of the individual databases.
This can be helpful when
working on different sites and
checking incoming data and
databases.

It is best to create a folder name that clearly
indicates the SMART and the version number being installed (ie. SMART 3.2.2).
The data can then be copied under this folder. To ease access a link to the
desktop needs to be created. Link the SMART.exe file to the desktop.

One of the most important activities that need to be done before starting to work
on SMART is getting the setting of the GPS’s right. It is important that the GPS’s

3. Setting up a Conservation Area (Module 1 SMART manual)
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As most trainees are first
time users, it helps to create
several databases before
starting on the final
database. To get an insight in
how databases for
conservation look like, it is
easiest to create a
conservation area using the
existing template. This can be
selected during the creation

The instructions in the SMART training manual on
setting up the conservation area should be
followed closely. (page 4 onwards) As the
software creates a database, quite some
information needs to be provided for the correct
set-up. Make sure all information is downloaded
and available for the creation of some testing
databases.

As it is important to learn and understand the data model, it is best to start with
the default data model and make adaptions to this model to further analyse what
the model influences. Only after understanding the influence of changes in the
database on the data gathering functions, the locally adapted and prepared
database can be introduced. This thus happens after once going thru all sections
related to data model management. This means one has to return to the start of
this manual and once again!
5. Create agencies & ranks & employees lists, entering stations &
patrol types

Importation of the provided database (SMART
3.2.1.bak.zip) is done via the first screen via the
‘Advanced’ options where also import or resture
a backup is possible.

Under the tab of ‘Conservation Area’ the data model is the most important but
for the general usage of the SMART database and reporting system, all the fields
need to be filled out:

4. Create conservation area

- Agency and Rank list
- Employee list
- Station list
- Manage Projections
- Define Area Boundaries
- Manage Basemaps
This means that some information has to be
provided in advance.

Automatically the program starts with the ‘Advanced options’ screen when no
database exists. The default data model that can be used for learning to use
SMART is based on best practices. If you are setting up SMART for the first time
then we recommend you start with this model as a guide best practices.
The creation process requires each computer to create an account for the primary
administrator of a newly created Conservation Area is mandatory, and all fields
need to be populated. After completing the form, the primary administrator’s
account will be created and can be used to make any changes within the newly
defined Conservation Area.

First the ranks and agencies need to be filled out if applicable. (see page 11)

There are 4 ways to define a new data model:
-

-

Especially the long lists
of employees can be
transformed into
‘readable’ files for
SMART: .csv in specific
format (see page 14 &
Annex 2)

Second are the employees. For training purposes it is important to include at least
5 employees manually. For entering all fields, one has to have all ranks and
agencies before starting on the employees.

Using the default data model;
Start with a blank data model;
Copying from an existing Conservation Area that has been previously
initialized by that instance of SMART (you will only see this option if there
is an existing conservation area in your database); or,
Importing a custom data model (if a previously exported XML data model
file exists).

The data can be changed during the entry and also afterwards so there is no
problem when making mistakes. It is important to have as much as possible the
correct names and birth dates to correctly fill out the patrol forms later on.
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 Adding datasets
 Styling and labeling
 Exporting data
 Setting map projections
 Setting basemaps
 Adding new layers
 Adding map legends
The manual is self-explanatory on these issues. Please remember to put the
correct projection in the system, else the maps in the reports might not look
exactly the same as topographic maps.

In the employee creation app the person can be in given SMART access
by indicating in the bottom part of the screen the user name,
password and the user level. The user level indicates if a user can make
changes to the system or delete a patrol. This is useful when several
people are used for entering data but only the administrator can
delete or make corrections.
6. Creation of map: defining conservation area boundaries
For the conservation area it is important to define the boundaries of the area.
This means one has to create in advance at least the 5 required maps in shapefile
format:

The basemaps are an essential part for the control of data as well as for the
reporting of results. More elaborate basemaps for results are nice while limited
basemaps for checking data helps to keep the system running smoothly.

- Conservation Area Boundary
- Buffered Management Area
- Administrative areas
- Management sectors
- Patrol sectors
These five files in many cases do not correspond in exactly the same manner in
the field as in the model. One has to have a clear notion of the different files such
that when reports are made related to a specific geographical area, one of these
files will correspond.

8. Create data model (Chapter 7 in SMART manual)
The data model is dependent on the data that is to be collected. This means that
first a proper assessment has to be made on which data needs to be collected.
For Flora and Fauna species, the default data model provides some of the
required fields and indications of ways to collect this data. However, some
research must be done in advance which species fall within which category of
threat level or biodiversity indication level that helps to define which species to
monitor and how.

In preparation of these files it is important that all files have the same projection,
one that is accepted as the country’s main projection. Also a data field has to exist
within the shapefile that indicates the individual areas with their name.

Remember: the more
details in the database
the more complicated
to fill out the forms &
reporting. Balance the
need for data and
inputs required!

The same can be said for threats and how these are to
be monitored. When actions are taken against illegal
activities the process in the database has to
correspond with the actual activities undertaken in the
field so that clear results can be reported. Also for this
purpose an expert in law enforcement and patrolling
has to indicate which type of information is important
for capturing, analysis will provide the data to
influence management of the ranger patrols.

Follow the instructions as from page 16.
The station list can be updated as indicated when these exist.

7. Map navigation and GIS (Module 2 in SMART manual)
Mapping of the data is one of the main results of SMART and these maps can be
manipulated. There are several activities that can be done:
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The patrol types and mandates can be helpful to clarify and report on the
different teams and ways that patrols and monitoring takes place. These can be
changed under the ‘Patrol’ tab at the main menu bar. As this is mainly for the
administrator when entering patrol reports, it can be changed also afterwards.
For the purpose of learning, some changes may be made during the training
session as indicated in the manual.

tracking tool of the GPS continues to record points. The longer the stop is, the
more distance is created in the track file. This should be cleaned in the ‘View
Trackpoints’ of each day.
Adding data/entering observations is done via the Observation tab in the
waypoint list (see page 48). Entering data is a question of selecting the correct
data field and filling out the form that is automatically made by SMART. Follow
the exercise with the data provided as indicated from page 51 to 56.

9. Patrols entries: new patrols, importing waypoints & tracks, data
entry, maps & filters, import/export (Module 3 in SMART
manual)

The map perspective which is visible when opening the map tab at the bottom
indicates the maps that were prepare before and the results of the tracks and
waypoints that were imported. Changes to the map can be made as indicated. For
now do not go beyond page 64. This is specialized information for more
complicated situations and can be reviewed later.

Now we come to some of the actual data entry and verification of data captured
in the field. For this one needs GPS data preferably coming from the area with
waypoints and tracks, but also reports of sightings of animals or other features
you plan to put into the database.
When entering a new patrol the first question is to create a name for the patrol.
Experience shows that it is best to give a name that clearly indicates the date and
location. E.g. 20150328-30 Thammothong. By having the date in the name the
datasets are easy to find and verify.

10. Queries and Summaries: creation of simple queries &
summaries, import/export (Module 4 in SMART manual)
Queries and summaries are usually made by writing SQL language questions. As
this is quite difficult, the SMART program has an interface that allows you to
make the queries and summaries with pre-defined fields and results without the
need to learn about SQL.

For entering data ensure that you have all data downloaded from the GPS as a
GPX file, preferably with the same name as the patrol will get. Best is to verify
first the results in the Basecamp programme from Garmin. Entering a GPX file for
the waypoints first and the tracks second is easy and the training manual should
be followed.
Do not try the .csv method, only if you have old
data that you want to transfer. This requires special
set-up of the .csv file before SMART will accept the
data. This should be done when having some more
experience with the programme.
Tracks usually have points that do not correspond
to the trail walked. When a stop is made, the

As there are many options for queries and
summaries, it is necessary to go through the
whole module as to understand the options.
Make sure that you understand and can make
the basic maps and tables for general view of
the data. Further detailed query results will be
required over time and a review of this module
is then appropriate.

It is important to recognise
how the database and the
waypoint observation
form are connected. Clear
and simple databases will
make clear and simple
observation forms!

To avoid giving away
sensitive information make
maps with a grid ensure
your grid cells are big
enough that specific
sightings are not possible

To be able to make reports, it is necessary to prepare each of the queries and
summaries that you need to include into the report. It is best to create a separate
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folder for each report and include the queries in this specific folder as lose track
of the queries.

Conservation Area’ only concerns one (1) area or dataset. One database can thus
have many Conservation Areas.

11. Reports: data access, create template, building reports (Module
5 in SMART manual)

Finally the help function can be used when issues arise, just like in any other
program.

This is the most difficult part of this training manual and it requires to have the
summaries and queries and all steps before that well covered and working well.

13. Final database creation
Before starting on this chapter it is necessary to terminate the trial database and
start developing the real database for the area of concern. Go back to chapter 3
and set-up the real database and include all information as required.

A report is nothing more than a collection of queries, images and fixed data
placed in a specific order onto the reporting sheet. This means that all need to be
in place before placing the data onto the sheet is possible.

When a semi-complete data model is available, this should be entered into the
database and then verified. Most often the data model needs to be adapted.
Verify the adaptations you are making are included in the proper way in the
patrol form and verify all required fields are included. It might be best not to
delete too much from the data model but to disable the fields. This way when in
future some of the fields are necessary they are not lost but can be enabled
again.

After creation of the report via the ‘Create Report’ tab and providing a name, the
data (maps & tables of the queries) needs to be put into the ‘Data Sets’ folder.
Images are best included under the ‘Embedded Images’ folder.
Try to follow the manual as closely as possible. The use of the grid is just to
support the placement of the different tables, maps and other data. It is of
utmost importance to save the report each time you make changes as it may not
include all changes if not saved regularly!

Do not expect the data model, the patrol form, the queries, summaries, reports to
be correct in one go. This is a learning process and therefore the development of
your own SMART conservation area model will take time. Make sure your
managers understand this and leave room for mistakes and changes.

12. Administrative tools: passwords, import/export, backups &
restore database (Module 8 in SMART manual)
Of the administrative tools not all is very important. Changes to password and
usernames are important when exchanging databases. Changes to individuals
that are mentioned in the employee list has been covered under chapter 5.
The import and export of patrols is a common thing to do to exchange data
between people having the same database. This way only one person needs to
enter the data, clean all issues and can then send it to others having the same
database.
The ‘Backup System’ and ‘Export Conservation Area’ are both used to share and
exchange databases. The difference is that doing a Backup means that all
conservation databases are included within the backup while ‘Exporting a
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